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Abstract
Complex manipulation tasks in crowded environments require careful inte-
gration of symbolic reasoning and motion planning. This problem, commonly
defined as Task and Motion Planning (TAMP), is even more challenging if
the working space is dynamic and perceived with noisy, non-ideal sensors.
In this work, we propose an online, approximated TAMP method that com-
bines a geometric reasoning module and a motion planner with a standard
task planner in a receding horizon fashion. Our approach iteratively solves
a reduced planning problem over a receding window of a limited number of
future actions during the implementation of the actions. At each iteration,
only the first action of the horizon is actually implemented, then the window
is moved forward and the problem is solved again. This procedure allows to
naturally take into account the dynamic changes on the scene while ensur-
ing good runtime performance. We validate our approach within extensive
simulated experiments that show that our approach is able to deal with un-
expected random changes in the environment configuration while ensuring
comparable performance with respect to other recent TAMP approaches in
solving traditional, static problems. We release with this paper the open-
source implementation of our method.
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1. Introduction
A robot manipulator that manipulates objects in cluttered scenarios in-
volves the solution of two fundamental sub-problems: determine the type
and the order of the actions to be taken, and determine how to accomplish
each action. The former problem is typically solved by a high-level, sym-
bolic task planner, while the latter is addressed using a low-level, geometric
motion planner. The two planners cannot be used as sequential building
blocks: to find feasible and efficient solutions, they should actively collabo-
rate to concurrently take into account both logic and geometric constraints.
Task and Motion Planning (TAMP) problems are typically solved by call-
ing the motion planner after the task planner to evaluate the feasibility of
the actions [1, 2, 3], or by closely intertwining task planning and geometric
reasoning to compute a full path plan [4, 5, 6].
Most current TAMP approaches assume to work in a static environment
and to exploit ideal, noise-free sensors and actuators: the full plan is com-
puted once at the beginning of the process, and then performed assuming
perfect actions. However, the environment where the robot operates can be
dynamic. In a cooperative robotic cell, for example, an operator collabo-
rating with the robot for the same task could modify the environment (for
example, by changing the position of some objects), invalidating in this way
the plan computed in advance. Moreover, the perception of the environment
could be incorrect due to sensory noises and occlusions, while some actions
may not be successful, due to for example grasping failures. In this work, we
aim to relax the assumptions of static environment, ideal sensors, and ideal
actuators, introducing an approximated TAMP approach that efficiently re-
computes a sub-plan after performing each action. Thus, exploiting at each
iteration updated sensory readings, it implicitly takes into account unex-
pected changes in the estimated state due to previous sensors and actuators
failures, or random environment re-configurations. Our approach, that we
call Receding Horizon Task and Motion Planning (RH-TAMP), takes inspi-
ration from the Model Predictive Control (MPC) method [7], a family of
algorithms used to solve online optimal control problems over a receding
horizon. In its original formulation, MPC uses a model of the process to be
controlled to predict future outputs inside a finite window of future states
(i.e., the horizon). The differences between the predicted outputs and the
desired references are minimized over this horizon [8], providing a sequence
of optimal commands u(t), . . . , u(t+ h). Following a receding horizon strat-
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed Receding Horizon TAMP method. Given a target
task, a geometric reasoning module iteratively evaluates the feasibility of a sequence of
h + 1 actions (the actions horizon) considered over the full set of n actions provided by
the task planner. Hence, the motion planner guides the robot toward the first available
configuration qj , and the process restarts by moving forward of one step the actions window
of size h+ 1. If the plan is not feasible, the action fails, or the state of the system changes
unexpectedly, the task planner should be executed again.
egy, at time t only the first input u(t) of the optimal command sequence is
applied; in the next step, new measurements are collected and the control
problem is solved again, moving forward the finite horizon of one step.
In our RH-TAMP, we define an actions horizon as a sub-sequence of the
full actions sequence computed once by a task planner (Fig. 1). The ac-
tions horizon starts from the first action not yet executed. At each iteration,
our approach exploits a geometric reasoning module to evaluate the feasibil-
ity of each actions ai included in the horizon in terms of reachability, and
to compute the related robot configurations qi. At this point, similarly to
MPCs, only the first action of the horizon is actually executed (e.g., action
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aj in Fig. 1), exploiting a motion planner to guide the robot toward the re-
lated kinematic configuration (qj in Fig. 1). If either the geometric reasoning
module or the motion planner module can’t provide any solution, the task
planner should be executed again, and the process restarts from the new
configuration (red solid arrows in Fig. 1). If we assume that the robot is
coupled with an exteroceptive sensor like a camera or a depth sensor, by us-
ing a state estimation module it can perceive in real-time the current scene
configuration (e.g., the actual position of the objects in the working space).
If such configuration differs from the predicted output, i.e., the expected
scene configuration after performing the actions, it means either the last ac-
tion has failed, or the scene has been modified by external agents. Also, in
this case, the task planner should be executed again. Otherwise, the process
continues by moving forward the actions window, exploiting all the previous
constraints.
We validated our method within extensive simulated experiments over
two different TAMP benchmarks. Our results suggest that our RH-TAMP
is able to effectively solve dynamic TAMP problems regardless of their car-
dinality while ensuring comparable performance with respect to other recent
TAMP approaches in solving traditional, static problems. An open-source
implementation of our system is made publicly available with this paper at
https://github.com/nicolacastaman/rh-tamp.
2. Related Work
2.1. Task Planning
Task planning has been widely studied from early works on STRIPS [9].
Task planning approaches focus on efficiently searching the state space and
are commonly based on Heuristic Search [10, 11] and Constraint-Based meth-
ods [12, 13, 14]. Heuristic-Search methods, such as Fast-Forward (FF) [10],
use heuristic to reduce the number of states to be expanded. Constraint-
Based methods propagate constraints to avoid searching the entire state
space.
Task domains are usually represented with Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL) [15, 16, 17]. PDDL tries to standardize the setup of AI
planning problems.
In our work, we define problems in PDDL and exploit FF for task planning
resolution, but other standard task planners could be used instead with only
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minor modifications.
2.2. Motion Planning
The main approaches of motion planning for high degree of freedom (DoF)
are Sampling-Based [18, 19, 20] and Optimization-Based [21, 22, 23] meth-
ods. Sampling-Based approaches efficiently handle high DoF manipulators.
A typical approach is Probabilistic Roadmap Methods (PRM) [18] which
uses a probabilistic approach to generate a roadmap that covers the free
configuration space. An alternative approach is Rapidly Exploring Random
Tree (RRT) [19]. RRT explores the configuration space by expanding several
branches of a tree. RRT-Connect [20] is a variant of RRT in which the root
of trees are located at the start and goal configuration and try to meet each
other.
Optimization-Based approaches [22, 23, 21] can quickly solve some motion
planning problems, but they require a good initial guess; these planners
may also encounter some difficulties in case of narrow passages and small
obstacles. On the other hand, they can be used profitably to smooth and
shorten the trajectories generated by other methods.
Our work uses RRT-Connect, but other standard sampling-based plan-
ners could be used instead with only minor modifications.
2.3. Task and Motion Planning
Combination of task and motion planning needs to search valid actions
in symbolic space that are feasible in geometric space.
A common technique used to solve TAMP problems is to interleave the
symbolic and geometric search processes by calling a motion planner at each
step, to assign geometric parameters to the currently symbolic state before
advancing to the next one. As an example, the aSyMov planner, presented
in Cambon et.al. [24, 4], uses an FF-based task planner with lazily-expanded
roadmaps. However, interleaving symbolic search with geometric search be-
come problematic when a planned state is valid in symbolic space, but geo-
metrically infeasible. To address this issue, Dornhege et al. [25] interleaves
call motion planner after each action, executing a feasibility check with the
introduced semantic attachments, which are external reasoners called when
a state is evaluated. Garrett et. al. with FFRob [6] introduces an FF-
like heuristic that incorporates geometric information into FF-search. Kael-
blin and Lozano-Prez [26, 27] propose the Hierarchical Planning in the Now
method (HPN), that interleaves planning with execution using a hierarchical
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approach so that actions are executed as soon as they are reached by the
search algorithm. This approach requires reversible actions when backtrack-
ing is necessary. Similarly, de Silva et al. [28, 29] exploits Hierarchical Task
Networks (HTN) to perform symbolic search using hierarchically abstracted
tasks. HTN use shared literals to control backtracking between the task and
motion layer.
The integration of symbolic search with geometric search can consider-
ably reduce the symbolic space, but calling the motion planner after each
symbolic search can take a long time if most states are geometrically fea-
sible. An alternative approach is to perform geometric search only on full
candidate symbolic plans. Srivastava et al. [1] interface a task planner with
an optimization-based motion planner and use a heuristic to remove occlud-
ing objects. Lozano-Prez and Kaelbling [30] formulated the motion part as
a constraint-based problem. Similarly, Dantam et al. [2] use an incremental
Satisfiable Modulo Theory (SMT) solver to incrementally generate symbolic
plans and invoke a motion planner in between for validation.
The TAMP methods described above usually require long processing time,
from tens of seconds to minutes. To address this issue, Wells et al. [31] use
a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to estimate the feasibility of actions to
guide the symbolic search, only calling the motion planner on symbolic plans
classified by the SVM as feasible. In a similar way, Akbari et al. [5] introduce
the concept of Geometric Reasoning used to verify the feasibility of actions,
calling the motion planner only for feasible actions.
Most of the introduced TAMP approaches take into account a static envi-
ronment while leveraging an ideal, noise-free perception system, and perform-
ing deterministic actions. Surez-Hernndez et al. [32] attempted to overcome
perception errors by incorporating a symbolic action in which the robot exam-
ines an object closely when the uncertainty of perception is high. However,
this approach is still unable to handle dynamic environments. Migimatsu
and Bohg [33] proposed to plan over relative object poses, so keeping a valid
plan also if the object moves. Unlike these methods in our approach, we
explicitly take into account the dynamism of the environment and the non-
deterministic nature of actions and perception by iteratively matching the
desired and perceived outputs.
2.4. Contributions
Our contributions are the following:
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• A novel online TAMP approach for dynamic environments based on an
iterative, finite-horizon re-planning strategy;
• An extensive experimental evaluation in simulated environments;
• An open-source implementation of the proposed method developed
within a custom-built general-purpose TAMP simulation framework.
3. TAMP Background
This section provides a basic theoretical formulation of the TAMP prob-
lem, defining the involved domains and the sub-problems addressed in the
next section.
Definition 1 (Task Domain). A Task Domain is a tuple Σ = (S,A, γ, s0, SG),
where:
• S is a finite set of states
• A is a finite set of actions
• γ : S × A→ S is a deterministic state-transition function that gives a
new state when applicable. We represent it with γ(si, a) = si+1, where
si, si+1 ∈ S and a ∈ A.
• s0 ∈ S is the initial state
• SG ⊆ S is the finite set of accepted states (i.e., the task goal)
Definition 2 (Task Plan). A Task Plan A is a sequence of actions A =
〈a1, a2, ..., an〉 where each ai ∈ A, si+1 = γ(si, ai+1), and sn ∈ SG.
A robot manipulator can be modeled as a kinematic chain or kinematic
tree of joints and links [34]. Its configuration can be represented by a vector
of generalized joint coordinates q ∈ C, the robot configuration space.
Definition 3 (Motion Domain). A Motion Domain is represented by the
robot configuration space C, i.e., the set of all possible configurations qi the
robot may attain. The free configuration space, Cfree ⊆ C, is the space of all
possible configurations that let the robot to move from an initial configuration
qI to a goal configuration qG while avoiding collisions with objects or self-
collisions.
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Definition 4 (Motion Plan). A motion plan is a sequence of robot con-
figurations Q = 〈q0, q1, ..., qm〉, where q0 = qI the initial configuration and
qm = qG a goal configuration, each qi ∈ Cfree, and ‖qi+1 − qi‖ < , with 
small.
A motion planning algorithm finds valid plans Q over a configuration
space C.
Definition 5 (Task and Motion Domain). A Task and Motion Domain
is a tuple D = (Σ, C, φ, ξ, q0), where,
• Σ is a task domain
• C is the robot configurations space
• φ is a function that maps states into robot configurations
• ξ is a function that maps actions into motion plans
• q0 ∈ Q is the initial robot configuration
Definition 6 (Task and Motion Plan). A Task and Motion Plan T is a
sequence of actions and motion plans pairs T = 〈(a0, Q0), (a1, Q1), ...(an, Qn)〉.
For each pair (ai, Qi), Qi corresponds to a valid motion plan for the action
ai. And first(Q0) = q0 and for subsequent i last(Qi) = first(Qi+1).
The Task and Motion Planning problem requires strong relationships be-
tween states, configurations, actions, and motion plans [35]. States of the
Task domain should involve feasible robot configurations; a Task action a
can be performed only if there exsits a valid motion plan Q ∈ Cfree that
enables the required state transition.
4. RH-TAMP
In this work, we focus on the Task and Motion Planning problem for
robot manipulator workings in a non-deterministic, partially observable en-
vironment. Non-deterministic means that the state could change due to
external, unexpected actions; in addition, the actions executed by the robot
(for example, object grasping and placement operations) may fail. Partially
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observable in our settings means that the robot is able to perceive all the
aspects of the environment relevant to accomplish the target task, but the
perception process is performed using noisy and non-ideal sensors. To deal
with the stochastic nature of the problem, we propose RH-TAMP, an itera-
tive, approximated approach inspired by the Model Predictive Control theory
(see also Sec. 1).
The entry point of our method (see Fig. 1) is a task planner module that
quickly determines the type and the order of the actions A = 〈a1, a1, ..., an〉 to
be taken to accomplish the target task. Similar to other approaches (e.g., [5]),
we introduce a geometric reasoning module (see Sec. 4.2) that allows to
quickly evaluate the feasibility of A and compute the robot configurations
qi corresponding to the discrete states si = γ(si−1, ai), avoiding to waste
time on planning motions for non feasible trajectories1. In our RH-TAMP
approach, at each iteration the geometric reasoning module evaluates the
feasibility of a sub-sequence of h+1 actions (the actions horizon, see Fig. 1),
finding a set of valid kinematic solutions (if any) for each action. The size
of the horizon represents a trade-off between optimality and computational
efficiency. A window covering the whole plan A is useful to guarantee the
geometric feasibility of the plan, at a higher computational cost. To keep
the system fast and responsive to dynamic changes in the environment, we
usually chose a small h. If the actions horizon is feasible, similarly to MPCs,
only the first action of the horizon is executed (aj in Fig. 1): to this end,
a motion planner provides the sequence of motions that brings the robot
to the target configuration (qj in Fig. 1). After performing each action, a
perception module connected to an exteroceptive sensor provides an estimate
of the state of the system. If the perceived state (e.g, the positions of the
objects) matches the desired state, it means that the action was successful
and led to a correct change in the state. In this case, the action horizon is
moved forward of one step, and a new iteration begins with a new geometric
reasoning evaluation. Otherwise, it means that:
• The action has failed, or;
• Sensory information is noisy or misinterpreted, or;
1Most of the run-time for basic TAMP approach is spent exploring motions that are
infeasible.
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• A change in the configuration of the environment has been unexpect-
edly carried out by an external agent.
In this case, the task plan is no longer valid, and the task planner should
compute a new plan considering the new state configuration (red solid arrows
in Fig. 1). A task re-planning is also required in case of failure of either
the geometric reasoning or the motion planner. These modules also report
the cause of the failure, e.g., the objects in collision (red arrows in Fig. 1).
Collisions and other causes of the failure are added as new constraints to
the task planning problem, and the algorithm restart right from the task
planning. Note that at each algorithm iteration, the motion planner is called
only for a single step (robot configuration qj in Fig. 1): this allows to save
time in planning the motion in the full horizon. The fact that for each
iteration only the first action of the horizon is actually executed has a twofold
benefit: (i) it allows to react promptly in case of dynamic changes in the
environment or action failures; (ii) it guarantees to avoid executing long
sequences of actions without worrying if the current sub-plan turns out to
be infeasible once considered subsequent actions outside the current horizon.
On the other hand, if the current plan is feasible and if the execution of the
last action is successful, the re-planning in the new horizon will take place by
reusing most of the geometric reasoning carried out in the previous iteration.
4.1. RH-TAMP Algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the main steps of the RH-TAMP approach. The
input is a Task and Motion tuple D and the size h of the actions horizon.
The system state s is initialized with an invalid state. An outer loop (block
from line 2) continues until the current state s is not in the set of accepted
states SG. At each iteration, the actual state s
′ is observed by a perception
system (line 3). If s′ does not match the current, desired state s, that is the
result of an action application (i.e., si = γ(si−1, ai)), s is reset to s′, the set
of symbolic constraints C is cleared, and a task re-planning is requested (if
statement block from line 4). If a task re-planning is required, the task plan-
ner is called, providing as inputs the new initial state s and the accumulated
set of constraints C (if statement block from line 8). A geometric reasoning
evaluation (Sec. 4.2) is performed for each action included in the currents
actions horizon (line 13); if some action is not feasible, the geometric evalua-
tion is aborted, a new symbol is added to the list of constraints C, and a task
re-planning is requested (if statement block from line 14). If the geometric
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Algorithm 1: RH-TAMP
Input: D = (Σ, C, φ, ξ, q0), h
1 s← null;
2 repeat
3 s′ ← updateState();
4 if s 6= s′ then
5 s← s′;
6 C ← ∅;
7 f ← false;
8 if ¬f then
9 A ← taskPlan(Σ, s, C);
10 f ← true;
11 j ← 0;
12 foreach ai in A where i ∈ (j, j + h) do
13 (qi, ci)← geometricReasoning(ai);
14 if ¬qi then
15 f ← false;
16 C ← C ∪ ci;
17 break;
18 if f then
19 (Qj, cj) ← motionPlan(qj,qj+1);
20 if ¬Qj then
21 f ← false;
22 C ← C ∪ cj;
23 else
24 execute(Qh);
25 s← γ(s, aj);
26 j ← j + 1;
27 until s /∈ SG;
reasoning is successful, the motion planner is called (line 19). If the motion
is not feasible, a new symbol is added to the list of constraints C, and a task
re-planning is requested (if statement block from line 20). Otherwise, the
motion plan is executed (line 24) and the current, desired state is updated
11
with the state-transition function γ (line 25).
4.2. Geometric Reasoning
The geometric reasoning module (line 13) acts as a fast motion planner’s
approximator and has been implemented in a similar way as proposed in
[5]. It aims to geometrically synthesize and test the feasibility of a task
plan from a geometric point of view. Specifically, (a) it maps an action
ai (e.g., ”place the object o onto table t”) into a geometric domain (”the
target position of the object o in table t is (x, y, z), reached with the robot
configuration qi”) while (b) testing that such configuration is geometrically
feasible (i.e., qi ∈ Cfree). The task (a) can be defined as Spatial Reasoning,
the task (b) as Reachability Reasoning and they can be solved by calling an
Inverse Kinematic solver and testing the possible collisions with any other
object. If no valid configurations can be computed, the reasoner reports a
failure and the cause that generated it (e.g., an object in collision). In this
case, we can avoid to call the motion planner. Conversely, qi represents a
valid goal configuration; at this point, the motion planner can be called to
test if and how the robot can move from its current configuration to qi.
The geometric reasoning module internally synthesizes the final configu-
ration of the robot and, possibly, the final position of the object the robot
is manipulating. Doing so, it should take into account the full 3D structure
of the environment that could include movable and fixed objects, in order to
check if the tested configuration is collision-free.
5. Implementation Details
In this section, we provide technical information about the RH-TAMP
system, including the definition of the manipulation primitives used in the
task planning and the implementation choices we made.
5.1. Manipulation Primitives
In our formulation, the actions used in the addressed manipulation prob-
lems are Pick, Place, Stack, and Unstack. Pick and Place actions are used to
manipulate objects over a surface; multiple objects can be placed on a sur-
face. Stack and Unstack actions are used to manipulate objects over other
objects or a precise location over a surface; only one object can be stacked
on top of another object.
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The pick(a,b) action allows the manipulator to pick up the movable object
a from a surface b. The preconditions are that no other objects are currently
being held by the robot and no other objects obstruct a. The effect is that a
is no more placed on the surface b. The action is also responsible to negate
obstructs facts for the associated a, if any. The symbolic definition is:
Parameters: a : object,movable; b : surface
Preconditions: @o : object inHand(o) ∧ @o : object obstructs(o, a)
Effects: inHand(a) ∧ ∀o : object ¬obstructs(a, o) ∧ ¬on(a, b)
The place(a,b) action allows the manipulator to place the movable object
a over the surface b. The preconditions are that a must be in the end-effector
and no other objects obstruct the surface b. The effects are that the end-
effector is no more holding a and a is on b. The symbolic definition is:
Parameters: a : object,movable; b : surface
Preconditions: inHand(a) ∧ @o : object obstructs(o, b)
Effects: ¬inHand(a) ∧ on(a, b)
The unstack(a,b) action allows the manipulator to unstack the movable
object a from the object b. The preconditions are that no other objects are
currently being held by the robot and no other objects obstruct a. The effect
is that a is no more placed on the object b. The action is also responsible
to negate obstructs and leaveClear facts for the associated a, if any. The
symbolic definition is:
Parameters: a : object,movable; b : object
Preconditions: @o : object inHand(o) ∧ @o : object obstructs(o, a)
Effects: inHand(a) ∧ ¬on(a, b) ∧ (∀o : object ¬obstructs(a, o) ∧
¬leaveClear(o, a))
The stack(a,b) action allows the manipulator to stack a movable object a
over the object b. The preconditions are that no other objects are currently
being held by the robot, no other objects obstruct a or are stacked on b, and
that b has not to be left clear. The effects are that the end-effector is no
more holding a and a is stacked on b. The symbolic definition is:
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Parameters: a : object,movable; b : object
Preconditions: @o : object inHand(o) ∧ @o : object on(o, b) ∧ @o :
object,movable leaveClear(b, o) ∧ @o : object obstructs(o, b)
Effects: ¬inHand(a) ∧ on(a, b)
5.2. Implementation
The proposed method is developed within a custom-built general-purpose
TAMP simulation framework. Similarly to other state-of-the-art works [1,
6, 2], our approach combines out-of-shelves task planners and motion plan-
ners. Task planning is implemented exploiting the Fast-Forward (FF) [10]
planner. Some functionalities of the Geometric Reasoning module and the
Motion Planning are implemented using MoveIt! 2, an open-source tool for
robotics manipulation. MoveIt! under the hood integrates the Open Motion
Planning Library (OMPL) [36], a motion planning library. OMPL provides
the implementation of several sampling-based motion planning algorithms: in
this work, the RRT-Connect motion planner is used. MoveIt also integrates
the Kinematics and Dynamics Library (KDL) for kinematics, and a collision
detection modules to detect collisions between the robot and objects. The
overall TAMP simulation framework is implemented on the Robotic Operat-
ing System (ROS) [37].
Although we use a specific task planner and motion planner, the proposed
framework is agnostic with respect to them. It is, in fact, possible to use
other task planning algorithms (e.g. Fast Downward) by creating a wrapper
or selecting any motion planning algorithm implemented in MoveIt!.
Geometric details of symbolic actions (i.e. object placements or robot
grasp configurations) are not pre-computed. The geometric reasoner samples
and assigns them on demand during the planning process. Grasping points
are sampled around the object to be manipulated or extracted from a pre-
computed set. Potential grasping poses are validated by calling an Inverse
Kinematic solver (IK) and checking whether the IK solution is collision-free
or not. The addressed problems restrict the robot to perform only side-
grasps to manipulate the objects, therefore in this implementation grasping
points are sampled only around the z-axis of the objects. Similarly, place
positions of the objects are computed during the problem solution. For the
2https://moveit.ros.org/
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object involved in the manipulation action, a set of place positions are sam-
pled on the target surface; they are validated by calling a collision detection
module checking if the sampled location is collision-free. In the case that a
valid place position is found, the geometric reasoner verifies that a collision-
free robot configuration exists for such goal position. In both cases, if no
collision-free configurations are found, the cause of the failure is stored in-
creasing environment information and constraints for the task planner. A
simple Knowledge Base module is in charge to memorize and keep updated
such logical constraints, making them available to the planner. In order to
increase the efficiency and reduce computation time, valid robot configura-
tions generated during the geometrical reasoning are stored in a cache and
reused in subsequent geometrical reasoning executions, verifying that there
are no collisions due to unexpected environmental changes.
6. Experimental Results
We evaluated our RH-TAMP approach in two classical planning problems:
the Clutter Table problem (e.g., [1, 5]) and a variation of the Non-Monotonic
problem (e.g., [35]). The actions used in both these problems are the ones
described in Section 5.1.
We used two robots (a 7-DoF Franka Emika Panda manipulator and a
Universal Robots UR5 equipped with a Robotiq 2F-85 gripper) inside the
MoveIt! simulation environment. All experiments were run on an Intel Core
i7-770K 4.20 GHz CPU machine with 16 GB memory. Some video of the
experiments can be found following this link:
https://nicolacastaman.github.io/rh-tamp/
6.1. Problems Definition
The selected benchmark problems satisfy some of the criteria defined in
[35]:
• Infeasible task actions : some actions are not feasible (i.e, no valid mo-
tion plan exists). Possible causes could be blocking objects and kine-
matic limits of the robot.
• Large task spaces : the task planning problem requires a considerable
research effort.
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• Non-monotonicity : some objects may need to be moved more than
once to reach the goal.
6.1.1. Clutter Table
(a) Clutter Table problem with
Franka Emika Panda.
(b) Clutter Table problem with UR5.
Figure 2: Examples of the Clutter Table task and motion planning problem. The robot has
to pick up the red cylinder placed between 25 other ones. The robot can grasp cylinders
only from their side.
In the Clutter Table problem, the robot has to pick up a specific cylinder
(red cylinder in Fig. 2) from a table cluttered by many other cylinders (green
cylinders in Fig. 2). To reach the target cylinder the robot has relocated
the other cylinders in another position on the table. Robot is restricted to
grasp cylinders only on their side. A Clutter Table problem with 25 cylinders
is depicted in Figure 2. This problem evaluates the infeasible task actions
and the large task space criteria and it requires a TAMP to both carefully
plan the sequence of actions and to relocate green cylinders without creating
new occlusions (infeasible task actions). In our experiments different scenes
are created, increasing the number of cylinders from 15 to 40, so solving the
problem requires moving many objects, sometimes several times. This prob-
lem also evaluates the scalability of the proposed approach as the cardinality
of the problem increases.
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Figure 3: Example of a Non-Monotonic task and motion planning problem. The robot has
to move the red and blue cylinders from their initial position to the positions corresponding
to their color. The robot can grasp cylinders only from their side.
6.1.2. Non-Monotonic
In the variation of the Non-Monotonic problem that we exploit in ex-
periments the robot has to move colored cylinders (red and blue cylinders
in Fig. 3) from their initial position to the positions corresponding to their
color. Our variation creates the condition in which a not optimized plan
increases the number of actions necessary to complete the task (e.g. place
a red cylinder in front of a blue one making infeasible to pick up the blue
cylinder). Also, in this case, the robot is restricted to grasp cylinders only
from their side. This problem evaluates the infeasible task actions and non-
monotonicity criteria. For example, referring to Fig. 3, red cylinders block
the blue ones’ goal pose while red cylinders goal poses obstruct the pick up
of the blue ones. The goal condition of blue cylinders requires to temporarily
remove the red ones and bring them to the final position after moving the
blue ones to solve the problem.
6.2. Metrics and Parameters
As stated in [35], TAMP algorithms’ performances can be measured in
terms of planning time, success rate, or success rate within a time-bound.
Also, the length of the computed plan both in terms of number of actions
and length of motion plan could be used. In this work, we measure the
performances of the proposed approach in terms of planning time, success
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rate within a time-bound. All the experiments have been performed using
the parameters reported in Table 1.
Table 1: Parameters used in all experiments
Parameters Value
Max Motion Planning Time 10 sec
Max replan in case of failure 3
Max planning time 600 sec
Max number of samples for geometric reasoning 40
6.3. Static Environment Results
To compare with state-of-the-art TAMP algorithms, the proposed RH-
TAMP approach is evaluated in a static environment on the Clutter Table
problem. The obtained results are compared with two similar approaches
that solve the same problem: Srivastava [1] and Akbari [5]. We reproduced
the same experiment performed in the mentioned papers, while results of the
compared approaches are taken from the respective papers. In this experi-
ment, we used the Panda robot.
Table 2: Comparison of our RH-TAMP with the approaches proposed in Srivastava [1]
and Akbari [5] on the Clutter Table problem.
Problem
Proposed
Srivastava [1] Akbari [5]
h = 2 h = 4 h = 6 h = 8 h = inf
Clutter 15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 100
Clutter 20 100.0 93.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 94 100
Clutter 25 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 90 100
Clutter 30 93.3 86.7 86.7 100.0 93.3 84 100
Clutter 35 100.0 93.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 67 95
Clutter 40 86.7 86.7 86.7 93.3 86.7 63 95
Table 2 summarizes the results obtained by our RH-TAMP with different
horizon values and compares them with approaches in [1] and [5]; inf means
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infinite action horizon, i.e. a horizon of the same size as the number of actions
in the task plan. From the table, we can see that our approach outperforms
the approach proposed in Srivastava while reaching performances comparable
to Akbari.
6.4. Dynamic Environment Results
We tested RH-TAMP in a dynamic environment on Clutter Table and
Non-Monotonic problems. To simulate the dynamicity and non-determinism
of the environment, we generated an unexpected object movement in the
scene after a robot action with a defined probability. To compare our algo-
rithm with classic TAMP approaches, the defined baseline corresponds to a
state-of-the-art algorithm than plans the entire sequence of actions before ex-
ecuting them and, in case of an unexpected event occur, restarts the planning
from the beginning considering the new state.
6.4.1. Clutter Table
RH-TAMP is first evaluated on the Clutter Table problem. The non-
determinism of the environment is simulated introducing an unexpected ob-
ject movement after each robot action with a probability of 20%.
Table 3: Comparison of the success rate with different Action Horizon on Clutter Table
problem in Dynamic Environment for two types of robots (Panda and UR5).
Problem
Success Rate (%)
baseline h = 2 h = 4 h = 6 h = 8 h = inf
P
an
d
a
Clutter 15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Clutter 20 86.7 100.0 93.3 100.0 100.0 100.0
Clutter 25 100.0 93.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Clutter 30 86.7 86.7 86.7 100.0 93.3 93.3
Clutter 35 73.3 93.3 93.3 100.0 93.3 100.0
Clutter 40 66.7 86.7 86.7 93.3 80.0 80.0
U
R
5
Clutter 15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 93.3 100.0
Clutter 20 100.0 100.0 93.3 100.0 93.3 93.3
Clutter 25 93.3 93.3 80.0 93.3 100.0 86.7
Clutter 30 53.3 93.3 73.3 73.3 80.0 80.0
Clutter 35 73.3 73.3 80.0 73.3 73.3 86.7
Clutter 40 53.3 66.7 80.0 66.7 66.7 66.7
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Table 3 reports the obtained success rate with different task horizon size
compared with the baseline. Results demonstrate that the RH-TAMP ap-
proach outperforms the baseline independently from the selected horizon in
most of the cases. Moreover, results suggest that an action horizon between 6
and 8 guarantees a slightly higher success rate. This is an expected behavior,
indeed higher action horizon allows to optimize the sequence of actions that
has to be performed.
Table 4: Comparison of the average execution time with different Action Horizon on
Clutter Table problem in Dynamic Environment for two types of robots (Panda and UR5).
The time corresponds to the time robot takes to complete the task.
Problem
Avg Time (s)
baseline h = 2 h = 4 h = 6 h = 8 h = inf
P
an
d
a
Clutter 15 29.190 27.007 21.198 25.903 22.004 22.271
Clutter 20 47.512 59.616 35.737 48.605 57.413 67.869
Clutter 25 104.083 53.199 61.770 65.884 65.035 54.595
Clutter 30 187.603 86.077 74.340 98.477 109.446 93.694
Clutter 35 174.468 104.25 113.864 118.759 106.435 109.092
Clutter 40 276.404 177.801 180.925 200.975 154.914 156.065
U
R
5
Clutter 15 46.079 34.886 26.546 27.768 34.877 28.680
Clutter 20 159.615 72.459 61.804 69.311 53.024 54.810
Clutter 25 149.179 74.153 62.608 85.358 75.176 72.284
Clutter 30 374.763 159.354 135.334 166.528 134.598 168.655
Clutter 35 344.123 121.393 140.312 174.337 193.314 145.660
Clutter 40 306.647 209.676 199.910 266.231 184.038 287.590
Table 4 reports the average execution time compared with the baseline.
Presented time values correspond to the time necessary to complete the task
(i.e. planning and execution), indeed is it not possible separate planning and
execution due to the behavior of the proposed algorithm. Obtained results
demonstrate that RH-TAMP has an execution time of around 50% less time
than the baseline.
6.4.2. Non-Monotonic
The Non-Monotonic problem tests the planner producing situations where
bad planning increases the number of actions to achieve the goal (e.g., placing
a red cylinder on its goal position without removing before the corresponding
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blue cylinder). In this problem, the non-determinism of the environment is
simulated introducing an unexpected object movement after each robot ac-
tion with a probability of 10%. Such configuration simulates an environment
that is not very dynamic (non-deterministic). The problem highlights the
advantage of using a slightly longer horizon.
Table 5: Comparison of the average execution time with different Action Horizon on Non-
monotonic problem in Dynamic Environment for two types of robots (Panda and UR5).
The time corresponds to the time robot takes to complete the task.
Problem
Avg Time (s)
baseline h = 2 h = 4 h = 6 h = 8 h = inf
P
an
d
a
Non-Monotonic 177.472 82.412 79.063 70.890 69.608 75.402
U
R
5
Non-Monotonic 256.987 144.111 142.960 138.133 140.344 147.358
The proposed RH-TAMP reached a 100% success rate in all execution.
Table 5 presents the average execution time and the comparison with the
baseline values. Also for this problem, the presented time values correspond
to the time necessary to complete the task (i.e. planning and execution).
Results confirm also in this case that RH-TAMP has an execution time of
around 50% less than the baseline.
We observe that the best results are obtained on average with a horizon of
6 or 8 with both the robots. Indeed, a slightly wider horizon helps to optimize
the solution, which in particular for this problem is critical because the goal
position of red cylinders obstructs the blue ones. An accurate selection of the
action sequence reduces the number of actions and consequently the planning
and execution time. Is important to remark that the action horizon choice is
influenced by the probability of changes in the environment, indeed, a highly
dynamic environment makes useless the optimization obtained using a large
action horizon. An example sequence of the execution of the problem is
depicted in Fig. 4 while a video could be found at https://nicolacastaman.
github.io/rh-tamp/.
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Figure 4: An example sequence of the execution of the Non-Monotonic problem.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel approach called Receding Horizon Task
and Motion Planning (RH-TAMP) to solve Task and Motion Planning prob-
lems taking into account non-deterministic actions and dynamic environ-
ments. We validated our method within extensive simulated experiments on
two different TAMP benchmarks with two different robots. Our results sug-
gest that our RH-TAMP is able to handle dynamic TAMP problems regard-
less of their cardinality while ensuring comparable performance with respect
to other recent TAMP approaches in solving traditional, static problems. We
showed that in a dynamic environment our approach in most cases allows to
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solve TAMP problems with a higher success rate and in less time than a
standard approach, reducing the runtime by up to 50%. The open-source
implementation of our system is made publicly available with this paper.
As future work, we plan to test the proposed approach with a real vision-
guided robot and to deploy a more generalized and exploitable version of our
TAMP simulation framework.
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